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Why Estimate Abundance?

 Abundance (population size) is a common 

“state variable” in conservation, i.e.,

– Abundance provides information about how a 

system (population) is doing

– Abundance estimates at different points in time 

tell us about system (population) dynamics



How Are Abundance Estimates 

Used in Conservation Decisions?

 It is not efficient to simply collect information 

about a population of conservation concern

– There is a very large number of quantities that we 

could potentially estimate 

 Instead, we need to ask:

– What information is most useful for making 

conservation decisions 



All Information is Not Equally 

Useful for Science or  Decisions 

 “Biology, with its vast informational detail 
and complexity, is a „high-information‟ 
field , where years and decades can easily 
be wasted on the usual type of „low-
information‟ observations and experiments 
if one does not think carefully in advance 
about what the most important and 
conclusive experiments would be.” (Platt 
1964)



Management/Conservation

Key Elements
 Objective(s): what do you want to achieve 

 Management alternatives: stuff you can do 

 Model(s) of system response to management actions (for 
prediction)

 Measures of model credibility 

 Algorithm to identify optimal decision

 Monitoring program to estimate system state and other 
relevant variables



Key Elements of Conservation: 

Summary of Roles

 Objectives and management actions

– All stakeholders: including general public, 

policy makers, lawyers, scientists, managers

– Human dimensions important in eliciting 

objectives, etc.

 Models, credibility measures, optimization 

algorithm, monitoring program

– Managers and scientists



Dynamic Decision Problem
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Adaptive Management: Process
 Use dynamic optimization to select management action 

based on:

– (1) objectives

– (2) available actions

– (3) estimated state of system*

– (4) models and their measures of credibility

 Selected action drives system to new state, identified via 
monitoring program*

 Compare estimated and predicted system state to update 
measures of model credibility*

 Return to first step



Roles of Abundance Estimates in 

Management/Conservation

 Determine system state (abundance) for state-dependent 

decisions

 Determine system state (abundance) to assess degree to 

which management objectives are achieved

 Determine system state (abundance) for comparison with 

model-based predictions to learn about system dynamics 

(i.e., do science)



Role of Abundance Estimates: 

State-dependent Decisions 

 Optimal decision = f(system state)

 Example: different harvest decisions 

depending on whether population size is too 

small, too large, or at desired level



State-dependent Decision Matrix
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Role of Abundance Estimates: 

Assess System Performance

 Monitoring of goal-related variables 

permits performance assessment

– Conservation setting: goals may be functions 

of the system state variable(s)

– Exploitation setting: goals may include 

functions of other variables (e.g., accumulated 

harvest) estimated from the monitoring 

program



Role of Abundance Estimates: Informing 

Models of System Dynamics

 Monitored quantities include state variables (e.g., 

population size), goal-related variables and model 

parameters

 Estimates of state (and other) variables obtained 

from monitoring are compared against model-

specific predictions (science)

 Process leads to updating of model weights 

(learning) 



Measures of Credibility

(Model Weights)
 Credibility measures (model weights) reflect relative degrees 

of faith in different models and their predictions

 Credibility measures (model weights) sum to 1 for all 
members of model set

 Importance of each model‟s prediction in the decision process 
is determined by these measures 

 Measures change over time as predictions are confronted with 
evidence

– Initial credibility measures assigned based on historical information and 
possibly even influenced by political considerations

– Subsequent credibility measures determined as part of adaptive 
management process 



Model Weight Updating Using 

Bayes‟ Formula

 Updated model weight (t+1) = function of:

(1) prior model weight (t)

(2) new data (t, t+1)

 Learning: accumulation of model weight for 

best-approximating model
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Why Estimate Abundance for 

Conservation: Conclusion

 Abundance is the state variable of primary 

interest in population management/conservation

 As such, it is used for:
– State-dependent decisions

– Assessment of conservation progress

– Learning about system response to management

 Abundance is also a component of many metrics used as 

state variables in community ecology (e.g., many species 

diversity metrics)



How to Estimate Abundance?

Basic Sampling Issues

 Detectability

– Counts represent some unknown fraction of animals in 
sampled area 

– Proper inference requires information on detection 
probability

 Geographic variation

– Frequently counts/observations cannot be conducted 
over entire area of interest

– Proper inference requires a spatial sampling design that:

» Permits inference about entire area, based on a sample, and/or

» Provides good opportunity for discriminating among 
competing hypotheses



Spatial Sampling Designs

 Key: use sampling design that permits 
inference from sample to area of interest 

– Simple random sampling

– Stratified random sampling

– Systematic sampling

– Cluster sampling

– Double sampling

– Adaptive sampling

– Dual-frame sampling



Detectability: Monitoring Based  

on Some Sort of Count

 Ungulates seen while walking a line transect

 Tigers detected with camera-traps

 Birds heard at point count

 Small mammals captured on trapping grid

 Bobwhite quail harvested during hunting season

 Kangaroos observed while flying aerial transect

















Detectability: Conceptual Basis

 N = abundance 

 C = count statistic

 p = detection probability; Pr(member of N

appears in C) 

pNCE )(



Detectability: Inference

 Inferences about N (and relative N) require 

inferences about p

p

C
N

ˆ
ˆ



Animal Abundance:

Estimation and Modeling

 Many estimation methods based on:

– Counts 

– Individual captures/detections 

 Each estimation method is simply a way to 
estimate detection probability for the 
specific count statistic of interest 

– Final step is always: 

p

C
N

ˆ
ˆ



On the Value of Trend Estimation to 

Conservation/Management

 Trend in abundance does not provide 
estimates of state for:

– State-dependent decisions

– Comparison with model-based predictions 

 Trend most likely to be useful when 
management involves a single action:

– Trends can be compared before and after action

– Trends can be compared for locations that are 
and are not exposed to the management action 



“No Negative Trend” Might be  

Reasonable Mgmt. Objective

 Reasonable management objectives:

– No negative trend

– P(extinction)> p

– Population goal of at least N individuals

 But if “no negative trend” is the objective:

– Optimal management would still be state-dependent

– Optimal state-dependent decisions would likely not be 
“wait until decline, then act”

– We would not place thresholds for management 
decisions in a hypothesis-testing framework (not 
optimal or even smart) 



Conclusion/Opinion

 Estimation of trend in abundance has some uses, 

but the limitations of these uses (e.g., with respect 

to conservation and management) should be 

realized

 Does trend detection within a hypothesis-testing 

framework provide the best approach for 

development of a serious monitoring program that 

contributes to conservation and management?  

Probably not!



Recommendations:

Why Estimate Abundance?

 Abundance estimates are most useful when 
integrated into efforts to conduct conservation or 
management

 Role of abundance estimates in management -
determine system state for:

– State-specific decisions

– Assessing success of management relative to objectives

– Discrimination among competing models



Recommendations: Is Abundance the 

Appropriate State Variable to Estimate?

 Selection of state variable should be based on 
overall program objectives (i.e., determined by the 
conservation or management context)

 Decision should consider required scale and effort

 Reasonable state variables include:

– Species richness

– Patch occupancy

– Abundance



Recommendations:

How to Estimate Abundance?

 Detectability

– Counts represent some unknown fraction of animals in 
sampled area 

– Proper inference requires information on detection 
probability

 Geographic variation

– Frequently counts/observations cannot be conducted 
over entire area of interest

– Proper inference requires a spatial sampling design that:

» permits inference about entire area, based on a sample, or

» provides good opportunity for discriminating among 
competing hypotheses


